
2021: A VINTAGE PELOTON ROUTE

Welcome to Le Tour 2021. It is great to be back! I have been writing a Le Tour Dozen each July

since 2013 (in Melbourne before Dublin) and I can honestly say that this is the best route I have

seen. I have always been strict about making sure they the peloton MUST pass through, or within

eyesight of the specific vineyards in which the wine is produced, not just the region. The result

has been a brush-up on French wine every year as I try to find wines from obscure corners of the

country. Not the case in 2021. This year I had to decide what wines I wanted to include. This is a

truly great dozen. I bought one myself. I hope you enjoy it as much as me!!  

Cheers, Rory STSWine

 



LE TOUR DE DRINK

The Tour De France was established to help L’Auto newspaper (precursor to L’Equipe) with its

circulation in 1903. Since then it has become one of the most enigmatic and recognisable

sporting events on the calendar, famed for high drama and passion.

Let's not lament the current state of

performance enhancing culture in cycling.

There is little benefit in litigating how much is

going on. We should just hope that the

powers that be continue to fight the good

fight. We should hope we continue to hear

(not literally to be honest!) Paul Kimmage try

to expose misdeeds and help clean the sport.

The truth is that there have always been

performance enhancers used in the sport, it's  

just that the performance enhancer of choice

just used to be more palatable....Wine!

Obviously wine was a crutch to help with

bumps and bruises, as well as sore muscles

after racing, but there was no shortage of

wine drunk during the race, either brought by

the rider or supplied by enthusiastic and

generous spectators! 

The Tour has regularly turned into a violent and deadly pursuit. In only its second year, cheating

was so rife that it was not clear whether it would run for a third time. Nails have regularly been

thrown onto the road. Cyclists have been punched in the kidneys while passing crowds. In 1950

Italian rider Gino Barteli was attacked by a lynch mob prompting the retiral of the Italian team

and a full-on diplomatic episode. Cheating has been widespread and creative. People have

jumped on trains, skipped routes, used tow ropes, taken bottles filled with mercury for extra

weight and speed at the top of a large downhill run and even infested competitors’ underwear

with itching powder. Alcohol was the original P.E.D. banned in the early 60’s, but before this

ban was implemented there were several legendary instances.



The 1903 (inaugural) winner was  Marcus Garin,

an Italian born chimney sweep. Photos of Marcus

all seem to show him with a cigarette hanging

out of his mouth. Apart from stopping in bars and

cafes for wine, Marcus swore by a heady mix  of

fresh oysters and a potent cocktail of

Champagne and coffee to help keep the legs

pumping.  

In 1904 Henri Cornet captured the second ever tour and remains the youngest ever winner,

being onlyone week away from his 20th birthday. Henri also counted Champagne as an

essential piece of kit. As the tour progressed, the rate of consumption actually went downhill

(or uphill depending on your point of view) as copius beer consumption was added to the mix.

In 1935, beers breaks had gotten so out of control that towns were setting up tables covered in

beer bottles. On stage 17 of that year a rider named Julien Moinreau elected to skip the beer

break and moved from the middle of the peloton to the front, winning by over 15 minutes. This

may sound like a pretty straight forward way to get one up on ones competitors, but

considering that at this stage, cigarettes were believed by riders to be a (legal) performance

enhancer (riders were of the opinion that cigarettes helped to open up the lungs and allow

more air in), the beer breaks don't seem too far fetched!



In 1950, Perignon to Nimes was beyond hot,

recording temperatures of over 40 degrees. Algerian

Abdelkader Zaaf went for an attack and torched the

whole peloton, building up an almost incredible

lead. As he settled into his stride out front, he

accepted too many bottles (that may not have been

water) from spectators. A devout Muslim, not used to

alcohol, he began to zigzag, and decided he should

dismount to gather himself. He fell asleep under a

tree before being woken by spectators to be told

the peloton was approaching. Disorietated, he

jumped on his back and set off in the wrong

direction, almost colliding with the oncoming pack.

He dismounted again and was taken to hospital by

concerned officials.

Possibly one of the greatest pieces of imagery (mental only as I could not source a photograph)

was the widely reported tour legend of a well heeled rider who had his butler set up a picnic at

a pre-ordained stop on each stage where his electrolites consisted of vintage Champage,

Montrachet and 1st Growth Bordeaux.

The other problem with the amount of alcohol being consumed was the belligerence it created

amongst competitors as riders would literally attempt to shove one another off their bikes as

they jostled for position within sight of the finish line.

It is now tradition to have a glass of

Champers on the way in to Paris,

and apparently is is not unusual for

riders to have wine with dinner after

a good stage! 

We hope you enjoy this dozen from

the comfort of your home or garden

- it should be an absolute belter of a

tour! 

Rory, STSWine



IKnown more as a cutting-edge cider

maker, Eric Bordelet was a top sommelier

at Arpege in Paris, before returning home

to Normandy in 1992 to take over the

family business. He biodynamically grows

more than 20 apple varieties and 15 pear

varieties. JASON WILSON, Vinous

Purity, perfect balance, a long finish,

complex aromas…the ciders and perries

of Eric Bordelet are just like wines.

ANTOINE PETRUS, sommelier

He refers to his pear ciders as his white

wines. Biodynamic, slightly off-dry,

traditional French sparkling Perry. Made

traditionally from old orchards that have

never been sprayed, laced with a keen

backbone of acidity with great depth and

complexity on the palate. Awesome food

wine, I mean, cider. The very slight

sweetness is decadent. STSWine

ERIC BORDELET POIRE AUTHENTIC

NORMANDY CIDER

STAGE 4

This is a relatively short sprinting stage of 152km

which brings the Normandy stage of the tour to

a close. UK fans will remember Mark Cavendish. 

Normandy is famous for its gorgeous countryside

and beaches, as well as being the site of the D-

Day landings and a lynchpin of Winston

Churchills famously rousing speech. More

pertinently, Normandy is famous for its cattle

and orchards. Camembert needs no introduction

as possibly the worlds most recognisable

cheese. 

Normandy cider is generally considered to be

the pinnacle of cider, and Eric Bordelet its

greatest producer. This cider is closer to a wine

in terms of its depth and complexity. It is quite

frankly, a life changing cider. It would be a sin

not to enjoy this with some Normandy

Camembert!

REDON - FOUGERES 



We love the wines of Vini Be Good, as this

wine making collective call themselves.

Fabrice Gendrot founded the group and

they work with some of the best fruit

found in the Loire, of the sporting themed

label Fabrice says: Drinking wine is also a

sport, as you have to lift your elbow — a

very high-level intensity of physical

activity, you know? What a buzzer!

Gorgeous. We sometimes forget that Loire

makes incredible Gamay, and with the

increasing prices in Beaujolais, it is timely.

So, so pretty, the balarina on the label

perfectly communicates the beautiful,

lifted aromatics and delicacy on the

palate, this is super smashable. STSWine

LES ATHLETES DU VIN GAMAY 2019 

(VIN DU LOIRE)

STAGE 5

Le Tour is back in Mayenne for the first time in

over two decades and this is the earliest

individual time trial since 1988. It is also an

extraordinarily short run around the city at

27km. One suspects the French crowd will get

up to 90 good and early and stay there for the

tour!

This is the first of a couple of stages to centre

around the Loire Valley, nicknamed the Garden

of France (basically the Gallic answer to

Wicklow) for its beauty. In this city portion of the

tour we have picked out a Vin de Loire Gamay,

a wine that has been sourced from fruit found

all over the region. This is the lightest of all of

the red wines on the tour and is also a wine that

could be drunk on a second or even third day.

Keep it simple: cheese and chacuterie will

perform best, a warm salad or even some roast

chicken!   

CHANGE - LAVAL



We love the wines of Vini Be Good, as this

wine making collective call themselves.

Fabrice Gendrot founded the group and

they work with some of the best fruit

found in the Loire, of the sporting themed

label Fabrice says: Drinking wine is also a

sport, as you have to lift your elbow — a

very high-level intensity of physical

activity, you know? What a buzzer!

The Chenin is awesome. Fruit taken from

Touraine, it shows Chenin in all of its

glort, bursting with citrus and exotic fruits

with some spicy ginger in the background.

Sometimes you try a wine and know you

are going to be drinking it all Summer.

This is such an occasion. STSWine

LES ATHLETES DU VIN CHENIN BLANC

2019 

(TOURAINE, VOUVRAY)

STAGE 6

We are entering the heartland of France now as

this 144km flat sprint enters vineyard territory

proper. 

As we move out of the city we will be passing

beautiful castles and old houses as the peloton

moves along the Loire river, taking in the

famously well drained soils of the river bank.

 The Loire has nearly become forgotten in the

minds of modern wine drinkers as the famous

names of Sancerre, Pouilly Fuisse and Chinon

have started to take a back seat to newer

trendier styles.

Athletes du Vin buck this trend by making on-

trend wines. Naturally made, varietally pure and

with fun vibrant packaging by famous French

artist Michel Tolmer - the Loire is back! 

TOURS - CHATEAUROUX 



STAGE 7 

Le Tour is running out of virgin road and climbs

at this stage, but they have managed to find a

hill that has never been scaled before in Le

Signal d'Uchon which taxes the riders 6km and

5.7%.

This continues the magnificently picturesque

stage of the tour as we reach the Central

Vineyards of the Loire, the site of the most

famous expressions of Sauvignon Blanc in the

world including Sancerre.

We by-passed another Loire wine though as we

had the opportunity to include some White

Burgundy from the almost mystical area of

Vezelay, South-East of Burgundy proper. La

Souer Cadette is the greatest producer of this

unknown region which geologically is an

extremity of Chablis.

VIERZON - LE CREUSOT 

This wine comes with serious

endorsements. A small family-run

operation, Domaine Cadette is located in

Vezelay, and has long been a notable

producer of low intervention wines in the

region. A contemporary of Philippe

Pacalet and Bernard Ravenau

(unquestionably in our minds the best

producer of Chablis full stop), Jean

Montanet is something of a legend in the

region. La Soeur Cadette is the negoce

label of the business, run by son Valentin

and focusing on pure expressions from

Beaujolais and the Mâconnais. STSWine

LA SOUER CADETTE 

BOURGOGNE BLANC

(VEZELAY)



STAGE 8 

Into the mountains finally. this will be a tough

segment of the tour. The La Grand Bornand is

back having not featured for a while. Cote de 

 Mont-Saxonnet & Col de Romme are merely the

appetisers. They will climb Col de la Colombiere

with a gruelling 8.5% final climb of 7.5km.

More spectacular scenery as the peloton crumb

the Swiss border where they will be able to spit

into Geneva if they are so inclined! 

Savoie is a strangely serene region offering up

desolate hill plains with snowcapped mountains

in the distance and a patchwork of vineyards

and sub-regions that offer up the newly

emerging indigenous varieties. 

The riders will next venture to Tignes, home of

the famous ski resort next to Val d'Isere where

they will enjoy a rest day. 

OYONNAX - GRAND BORNAND

Savoie wine has long been made as a

high volume, high margin product,

labelled traditionally and served to the

Alpine skiers that flock to the region year

after year. It is now being recognised for

its uniqueness and soul. 'Frangy' is

generally recognised as being the

greatest terroir for the Altese variety, with

Bruno Lupin acknowledged as one of the

best producers. The wine is refreshing

and acidic but with a terrific texture and

luxuriousness. You need to try it. This is

the ultimate, ultimate carbonara wine.

STSWine

Though he is quiet and modest and the

opposite of the “rockstar” winemaker, ask

around the region, and you will quickly

find that Bruno is widely respected as an

authority. MAISON SELECTIONS

BRUNO LUPIN, ROUSSETTE DE SAVOIE

'CRU FRANGY' 2019

(FRANGY)



STAGE 10 

186km straight down from the Alps to the Rhone

River. This will be a gorgeous trip through the

Isere and Rhone Valleys.

Having completed the first of their

mountaineering expeditions and having had a

day of rest, expect some serious pace,

particularly towards the end.

From a wine point of view, we have now entered

some solid red wine territory where we are

going to experience all of the sides of Rhone

red wine from Syrah and Grenache and the

other varieties that make up the rest.

The peloton will pass by Crozes-Hermitage, one

of the Northern Rhone's best know appellations

which produces peppery wines mostly from 100%

Syrah. 

ALBERTVILLE - VALENCE

Made by wunderkind Maxime Graillot,

who also makes wines in Morocco and

Beaujolais. Consistently one of the great

producers of modern Nothern Rhone,

always clean as a whistle, always

balanced, always on point. I especially

love the Equinoxe as I always feel the

lurid blue of the label is reflective of the

wine. STSWine

The easy-drinking 2018 Crozes Hermitage

Equinoxe is plump and juicy, a real fruit

bomb in a positive sense, loaded with ripe

cherries and pomegranate flavors.

Medium-bodied, it's silky and

mouthwatering on the finish. Drink it on

the young side. 91 POINTS, THE WINE

ADVOCATE, ROBERT PARKER

DOMAINE DES LISES 'EQUINOXE'

CROZES-HERMITAGE 2018

(CROZES HERMITAGE)



STAGE 11 

The most famous of punishments. The real uphill

action begins at the foot of the Col de la

Liguière, which is a 9.3 km climb at 6.7%  before

the Beast of the Provence: 22 km at 5.1%. The

riders fly down the Ventoux to move through

Malaucène for the first time. Another 12.5 km on

rolling roads later the riders reach Bédoin,

which is where the Ventoux begins for real. On

this side the ascent is 15.7 km long and the

average gradient sits at 8.8%. After Chalet

Reynard the scenery changes to a lunar

landscape without any vegetation, as if climbing

the moon, 6km long and rises at almost 8%. The

last 2km go up at 9.5%.

We could have picked a Ventoux wine, but we

picked a wine made by the mayor of Gigondas,

the famous Rhone Valley appellation that

awaits them at the finish. 

SORGUES - MALAUCENE

Sablet is the entry point for Eric and

Sophie's wines and one of the very best

wines in it's class every year. The wines of

La Roubine are all rustic and authentic,

but immaculately clean. The entry point

Sablet probably offers the most power of

the three wines, unchecked aggression

and unbridled fruit. Starts off with

piercing, upfront black and red fruits on

the nose, but these are immediately

joined by the brush and herby terroir as

well as a good whack of black pepper.

The mouthfeel is big and luxurious but not

over the top. This wine has become much

more sauve and savoury in the last 10

years but it is the ultimate crowd pleaser.

The masses will enjoy its character, the

wine geeks will enjoy its soul. STSWine

DOMAINE LA ROUBINE 'SABLET'

2019

(GIGONDAS) 



STAGE 12

Respite for now as the riders will move down

through the George del'Ardeche along flat

rolling roads and spectacular scenery as they

snake through the broad valley of the lower

Rhone Valley.

Heading down toward the ancient Roman city of

Nimes, the route will get flatter and faster as

the riders enjoy a trip through the South of

France and constantly glimpse the

Meditereanean. 

Our wine from here comes from an area that

actually straddles the Languedoc, The Rhone

and Provence. In style it leans most heavily

toward Provence, given that there is Cabernet

added to the mix - it is more inky and deeply

textured in style. 

 

SAINT PAUL TROIS CHATEAUX - NIMES

In colloquial French, a "cherche midi" or

"noon-seeker" means someone who is

looking to invite themselves in for a free

lunch, so this bottle is a perfect tool to

have in hand for all the "Cherche Midis"

out there. The Cherche Midi wines are

blended exclusively for Paris Wine

Company by Benjamin Beguin and Aurore

de Fleurieu from organically-farmed,

estate vineyards in Montfrin, located at

the border between the Rhône Valley and

the Languedoc. The wines are crafted to

be enjoyable, easy to drink straight away,

and to offer great value for organic wine

from the south of France. PARIS WINE

COMPANY 

CERECHE MIDI ROUGE

2019

(PROVENCE/RHONE) 



STAGE 13

Respite for now as the riders will move down

through the George del'Ardeche along flat

rolling roads and spectacular scenery as they

snake through the broad valley of the lower

Rhone Valley.

Heading down toward the ancient Roman city of

Nimes, the route will get flatter and faster as

the riders enjoy a trip through the South of

France and constantly glimpse the

Meditereanean. 

Chapoutier is still one of the most recognisable

names producing wine in the Rhone Valley and

there is hardly a terroir there that he does not

make a wine from. Nimes may not be what it

once was in the minds of modern wine drinkers,

but Chapoutier effortlessly evokes the old

adage; producer, producer, producer! 

NIMES - CARCASSONNE

In colloquial French, a "cherche midi" or

"noon-seeker" means someone who is

looking to invite themselves in for a free

lunch, so this bottle is a perfect tool to

have in hand for all the "Cherche Midis"

out there. The Cherche Midi wines are

blended exclusively for Paris Wine

Company by Benjamin Beguin and Aurore

de Fleurieu from organically-farmed,

estate vineyards in Montfrin, located at

the border between the Rhône Valley and

the Languedoc. The wines are crafted to

be enjoyable, easy to drink straight away,

and to offer great value for organic wine

from the south of France. PARIS WINE

COMPANY 

CERECHE MIDI ROUGE

2019

(PROVENCE/RHONE) 



STAGE 14

Rather calm until Lavelanet, the journey into the

Pyrenees rapidly becomes a roller-coaster ride

as of Montségur: the citadel of vertigo and its

rough climbs, then the Col de la Croix des Morts

and Col de Saint-Louis that the riders will reach

by riding on the spectacular Viaduc de

l'Escargot, will sharpen the appetite of the

hungriest climbers. For a second day in a row

the Tour de France departs from the previous

day’s finish and stage 14 of the race heads out

of Carcassonne for a 183.7 km journey south to

the small town of Quillan. On paper this looks

like a nailed on day for the breakaway with five

categorised climbs peppering the route all the

way towards the 17 km descent from the top of

the last ascent into the finishing town. 

We take in the magnificent rolling vineyards of

Roussillon, the next big thing according to

some. 

CARCASSONE - QUILLAN

60% Marsanne with 20% each of

Roussanne and Vermentino. The grapes

are hand-harvested, gently pressed (full

bunch); fermentation and aging takes

place in stainless steel only. Rich golden

coloured white with aromas of ripe

peach, wild flowers and herbs. Dry,

textured on the palate, ripe and sweetly-

fruited with a long, clean finish evoking

wild meadow flowers along with mineral,

stony notes. This estate, owned by Karine

and Nicolas Mirouze has vineyards on the

cool-nay cold, north-facing part of the

Massif de Frontfroide in Corbières and

the Grangeot cuvée takes it name from

the vineyards around an old stone-built

grain store in the small, cold Combarelles

valley which is at the entrance of the

Massif Fontfroide. STSWine

BEAUREGARD-MIROUZE 

'CAMPANA' 2020

(CORBIERES) 



STAGE 15

Ceret to Andorre-La-Vieille is one of the

hardest in this year’s race. There are four

categorised climbs along the 191.3 km route but

three of them are first category ascents, while

the riders will reach the highest point in this

year’s race, topping out at over 2,400 metres.

What’s more the final climb of the day, the Col

de Beixalis, has the potentially to blow the

entire race apart. Descent follows but there’s

little valley road before the riders begin to climb

the secondary Cole de Puymorens – a 5.8 km

climb with an average gradient of 4.7 per cent. 

We found a beauty of a Rose as you take a last

glimpse of the Med and enjoy the sunshine and

cosmopolitan bustle of Perpignon and

sourrounds before the Pyrenees and a few days

break from wine regions. 

 

CERET - ANDORRA

Ncholas Idiart is cool. Late to winemaking

he has a background in sales and now

makes wines from all over including in keg

& can; I like to experiment, trying new

techniques and pushing the limits. Gwan

ya boyo. STSWine

More than merely classic Provençal Rosé

in that Idiart’s adds another level of

depth and complexity to the pale, salty

and sapid style. There’s a Mediterranean

brushy feel as well, a dried herb,

mountain hillside tea and garrigue

emission. Crisp and earthy, crunchy and

laden with orange-ginger-lemon tisane.

BBQ ready. Crushable too. Drink 2021-

2022. Tasted February 2021. 91 POINTS

WINE ALIGN

NICHOLAS IDIART 

ESPERANCE ROSE 2020

(CERET) 



STAGE 19

With the Pyrenees in the rearview the attention

turns back to the sprinters on stage 19 with a

207 kilometre stage from Mourenx to Libourne.

However it will be a tough day for the sprinters

to control. The distance, coupled with the fact

that peloton will be exhausted from five days in

the mountains, will leave a number of teams

somewhat unwilling to control a peloton for a

long day in the saddle. This could also be the

last chance for teams without a sprinter or a

GC rider to potentially rescue their race and

with a lumpy opening 50 kilometres a bunch

sprint is far from a certainty. 

More importantly though it provides the first of

a Bordeaux double header on the  penultimate

stage (not counting the Champs-Elysses). While

the tour doesnt go through the Left Bank, our

wine takes fruit from near Margaux as well as

the Superiore zone through which the peleton

will blast. 

MOURENX - LIBOURNE

A classy Merlot-driven claret, from

vineyards just outside the Margaux

appellation. It’s drinking beautifully at this

age, showing savoury leather and cigar

box notes plus ripe plum and blackberry.

Fresh acidity, supple tannins and cedar

oak spice complete the picture. 

91 POINTS, DECANTER

A ripe wine that has red-berry fruits,

slices of black plum and a full deck of

tannins. It is concentrated and ripe, full of

fruit and equally full of structure. Roger

Voss, Wine Enthusiast Magazine

CHATEAU TAYET

BORDEAUX SUPERIUR

2016



STAGE 20 

he prestigious vineyard setting will make the

athletic performance all the more impressive

and will remind many of the Bordeaux-Pauillac

time-trial in 2010 when Fabian Cancellara had

beaten Tony Martin by 17 seconds. And drama

should be well present on the day as the end of

Tour time-trials have that vocation to decide

who will conquer that final Yellow Jersey.

THIS BRINGS THE CURTAIN DOWN ON

ANOTHER STSWINE LE TOUR DE FRANCE

MIXED DOZEN, WE HOPE THAT YOU HAVE

ENJOYED THE WINES AND THE TOUR AND

THAT LE GUIDE HAS TAUGHT YOU A FEW

THINGS.

AU REVOIR

THE TEAM AT STSWINE 

LIBOURNE - ST. EMILLON

Château Leyguette is located in

Genissac, 15 minutes away from St

Emilion and Pomerol. This great area

makes good value wines made-up of

Merlot. This family story dates back to 3

generations and their strength lie on the

blend of grape varieties. Emilie Pou's

wines are defined by their softness, color,

richness, finesse, and a long ageing

capacity. Far from the rich weight styles

of St. Emillon's famous wines like Pavie,

this is a delicate and stylish Right Bank

Bordeaux that offers at once the richness

of its components and region and a

beautiful drinkability. STSWine 

CHATEAU LEYGUETTE

2018


